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Different Environment Feedback in Fast-Slow
Eco-Evolutionary Dynamics and Resulting

Limit Cycles
Lulu Gong , Student Member, IEEE , and Ming Cao , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The fast-slow dynamics of eco-evolutionary
systems are studied, where we consider the feedback
actions of environmental resources that are classified into
those that are self-renewing and those externally supplied.
We show that although these two types of resources are
drastically different, the resulting closed-loop systems bear
close resemblances, which include the same equilibria and
their stability conditions on the boundary of the phase
space, and the similar appearances of equilibria in the
interior. After closer examination of specific choices of
parameter values, we disclose that the global dynamical
behaviors of the two types of closed-loop systems can be
fundamentally different in terms of limit cycles: the system
with the self-renewing resource undergoes a generalized
Hopf bifurcation, and thus one stable and one unstable limit
cycle can coexist; the system with the externally supplied
resource only has the stable limit cycle.

Index Terms—Game theory, stability of nonlinear
systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

TO STUDY complex biological and ecological systems,
a range of mathematical models have been proposed,

among which the Lotka–Volterra model [1], [2] and consumer-
resource model [3], [4] have been playing prominent roles. The
Lotka–Volterra model essentially describes the evolution of the
predator and prey populations. The consumer-resource model
covers a wider range of ecosystems, by taking into account
diverse resource types. For another class of models, evolution-
ary game theory has served as the basis driven by the fitness
consideration. Evolutionary game dynamics study the strate-
gic evolution of one or multiple populations of individuals,
where in the classic setting, the payoffs in each pairwise-
interaction game are usually predetermined and specified by
constant payoff matrices. Recently, an eco-evolutionary game
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model, introduced by evolutionary biologists in a series of
seminal works [5], [6], [7], provides the description for the
ecosystems from a dynamic-feedback game theoretical point
of view. This model explicitly incorporates both games and
resource dynamics into an integrated system, and the resulting
coupled system dynamics are investigated accordingly.

The eco-evolutionary model is first proposed in [5], and is
then generalized in [7] to consider different resource dynamics.
In [7], it has been shown that the eco-evolutionary systems
with renewable and decaying resources have similar behaviors
in that their dynamics are qualitatively analogous. By varying
the time-scale parameters, limit cycle behaviors are observed
in both systems. Note that in the renewable resource case the
population’s actions are considered to consume the resource,
while the population’s actions will produce the resource in the
decaying resource case.

In contrast, the resources are usually considered to be con-
sumed by a population of consumers in the classic consumer-
resource model. And the influence of different types of
resources on the overall system properties is the usual sub-
ject of study [8]. Inspired by this, different from the existing
eco-evolutionary models, in this work, we consider that all
the strategic players in the population consume or harvest the
resource with different harvest efforts. And two distinct and
representative resource models, self-renewing and externally
supplied resources, are studied. Self-renewing resources can
represent biotic resources that grow logistically, while exter-
nally supplied resources are common among abiotic resources.
The corresponding integrated eco-evolutionary models are
suitable to study resource utilization and management in var-
ious ecological systems. It is worth noting that although our
first model with the self-renewing resource is similar to the
renewable resource model studied in [7], our second model is
drastically different from the decaying resource model in [7]
in that the strategists in our model are still considered to
be consumers, which is consistent with the classic setting in
consumer-resource models.

By extending the concept of resources dynamics, we study
the eco-evolutionary dynamics under the different resource
models using two-player two-strategy games. First, we show
that these two systems bare some similarities in terms of
boundary equilibria and their stability conditions. The two
systems can have interior equilibria which can be continuous
and thus infinite, and can also be two isolated points. Then, to
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further analyze the stability of interior equilibria, we fix some
parameters and conduct bifurcation analysis for one payoff
parameter and the time-scale parameter. Through both one-
parameter and two-parameter analyses, it is shown that both
systems can exhibit Hopf bifurcations in the specific param-
eter conditions. However, the system with the self-renewing
resource can further have the generalized Hopf bifurcation,
which is impossible for the other system in the current set-
ting. Therefore, in this situation it is natural for the first system
to have a coexistence of two limit cycles, one stable and the
other unstable, but the second system can only possess one sta-
ble limit cycle. We emphasize that although limit cycles have
been identified in relevant eco-evolutionary research [7], [9],
[10], [11], [12], unstable and double limit cycles have not been
reported in the relevant studies so far. More importantly, we
also implement analysis revealing how the two limit cycles can
coexist through two-parameter bifurcation. It has been clari-
fied that the time-scale difference and the payoff variation can
have great influence on the eco-evolutionary dynamics, and
as a result the two systems’ behaviors become different and
complicated.

The rest of this letter is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the two eco-evolutionary systems. Section III shows
some preliminary results in the general settings. Section IV
further provides detailed bifurcation and stability analyses for
the interior equilibria in some specific conditions, and numeric
examples are given to illustrate the obtained theoretical results.
Conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. PROBLEM SETUP

A. Fast-Slow Eco-Evolutionary Systems

Consider in an infinite well-mixed population, the indi-
viduals play two-player matrix games with the strategy set
S = {1, 2, . . . , n}. The payoffs for the players are affected
by an external environmental factor. Using replicator equations
to describe the evolution of strategies in the population and
combining with the resource dynamics, we obtain the so-called
eco-evolutionary system [7]

∈ ẋi = xi[(A(m)x)i − xTA(m)x], i = 1, . . . , n,

ṁ = f (m) − h(x, m), (1)

where xi ∈ [0, 1] and m ∈ R+ respectively denote the
frequency of strategy i and the amount of an environmen-
tal resource of interest; x = [x1, . . . , xn]T ; A(m) is the
environment-dependent payoff matrix; f (m) represents the
intrinsic dynamics of the resource, and h(x, m) captures
the influence of the population’s actions on the resource; ε

accounts for the difference of time-scales between variables
of the strategies and resource with 0 < ε � 1 suggesting that
the strategies evolve significantly faster than the resource.

B. Different Resource Dynamics

In reality, ecosystems can involve many types of resources,
among which two typical and contrasting examples are biotic
and abotic resources. The biotic resource, such as forests and
animals, usually can self-replicate and thus grows logistically
if the influence of the population is absent. Thus its intrinsic
growth can be represented by a logistic function [3]

f1(m) = m(1 − m/κ), (2)

where κ is the carrying capacity of the resource. In contrast,
the abiotic resource, such as minerals and small molecules,
cannot self-replicate and is usually supplied externally to an
ecosystem [8]. And its intrinsic dynamics can be captured by
a liner function [8]

f2(m) = K − wm, (3)

where K is the constant flux from some external resource
supplier, and w is the self-decay rate of the resource.

It is considered that all the strategists consume or harvest the
resource, but different strategies have distinct harvest efforts
ei > 0, ei �= ej,∀i, j ∈ S . And the function h(x, m) has the
form

h(x, m) = qm
∑

i∈S

eixi,

where parameter q maps the harvest efforts into the rate of
reduction in the resource.

When the intrinsic dynamics of the resource change, accord-
ingly the feedback rules of the resource to the strategic
dynamics are significantly different. In this work, we intend
to investigate the eco-evolutionary dynamics under these two
different resource feedback rules.

C. Normalized Models

We consider the typical two-strategy game, and assume the
second strategy having higher harvest effort on the resource
than the first, i.e., e2 > e1 > 0. We only need to focus on
one strategy evolution because x1 + x2 = 1. For the self-
renewing resource case, we can use the change of variable
r = m−κ(1−qe2)

qκ(e2−e1)
to normalize the resource variable such that

r is confined in the unit interval [0, 1]. And we consider that
the payoff matrix is linearly dependent on r and is a convex
combination of payoff matrices of the two extreme cases when
r = 0 and 1 respectively [12]. Then we have

A(r) = (1 − r)

[
R0 S0
T0 P0

]
+ r

[
R1 S1
T1 P1

]
. (4)

After a re-scaling of the system time by using τ = t/ε,
we obtain the eco-evolutionary system under self-renewing
resource model as

�s :

⎧
⎨

⎩

x′ = x(1 − x)((b − a + d − c)xr + (a − b)x
− (b + d)r + b),

r′ = ε(1 − q(e1r + e2(1 − r)))(x − r),
(5)

where ′ represents the time derivative with respect to τ . For
simplicity, we denote a = R0 − T0, b = S0 − P0, c = T1 − R1,
and d = P1 − S1.

In a similar manner, for the externally supplied resource
case, after the change of variable r = (qe1+w)(m(qe2+w)−K)

Kq(e2−e1)
and

the time re-scaling, we have the model

�e :

⎧
⎨

⎩

x′ = x(1 − x)((b − a + d − c)xr + (a − b)x
− (b + d)r + b),

r′ = ε(x(1 − r)(qe1 + w) − r(1 − x)(qe2 + w)).

(6)

Note that in both systems (5) and (6), it is assumed that 0 <

e1 < e2 < 1/q due to its ecological implication [7].
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III. PREPARATORY ANALYSIS

For systems (5) and (6), the phase spaces are the unit
square, i.e., [0, 1]2. There are 4 edges, of which the two edges,
{(x, r) ∈ [0, 1]2 : x = 0} and {(x, r) ∈ [0, 1]2 : x = 1}, are
invariant under the two systems. The systems have the same
equlibria on the edges, i.e., (0, 0) and (1, 1). These two equi-
libria correspond to the situations of full (resp. none) high
consuming strategists and depleted (resp. abundant) resource.
These two equlibria’s stability is readily to check by the
Jacobians. For system (5), the Jacobians at (0, 0) and (1, 1)

are
[

b 0
ε(1 − qe2) −ε(1 − qe2)

]
,

[
c 0

ε(1 − qe1) −ε(1 − qe1)

]
.

Thus, when b < 0, (0, 0) is asymptotically stable, and it will
be unstable if b > 0. On the other hand, when c < 0, (1, 1)

is stable; if c > 0 it will be unstable.
Similarly, for system (6), the Jacobians of the two edge

equilibria are
[

b 0
ε(qe1 + w) −ε(qe2 + w)

]
,

[
c 0

ε(qe2 + w) −ε(qe1 + w)

]
,

which implies that the stability conditions for these two
equilibria are the same as the conditions for system (5).

Systems (5) and (6) can also have some equilibria in the
interior of the domain, i.e., (0, 1)2. For the interior equilibria,
we have the following observation.

Lemma 1: Both systems (5) and (6) can have at most 2
isolated interior equilibria.

Proof: Consider system (5). Note that the term (1−q(e1r +
e2(1 − r)) is always positive for r ∈ [0, 1] because 0 < e1 <

e2 < 1/q. The interior equilibria can be solved by letting the
right hand side of (5) be 0. Substituting x = r yields

(b − a + d − c)r2 + (a − 2b − d)r + b = 0. (7)

It can be checked that when a = d, b = c = 0, system (5)
has a continuum of equilibria: {(x, r) ∈ (0, 1)2 : x = r}. In
other cases, (7) will have at most two real solutions. In view
of the fact that the interior equilibrium has to be in (0, 1)2,
system (5) can have at most 2 isolated interior equilibria.

For system (6), after calculations and the substitution of
x = (qe2+w)r

(qe1+w)+q(e2−e1)r
, one obtains

0 = [(b − a + d − c)(qe2 + w) − q(b + d)(e2 − e1)]r
2

+ [q(ae2 − 2be1 − de1) + w(a − 2b − d)]r + b(qe1 + w).

(8)

Similarly, one can conclude that when all the coefficients
of (8) are 0, system (6) will have a set of equilibria {(x, r) ∈
(0, 1)2 : x = (qe2+w)r

(qe1+w)+q(e2−e1)r
}; otherwise, system (6) has at

most 2 isolated interior equilibria.
In the following section, we carry out bifurcation analyses

with respect to interior equilibria.

IV. BIFURCATION AND STABILITY ANALYSES

Due to the presence of too many parameters, it is difficult to
analyze interior equilibria’s stability collectively. Hence, in this
section, we let some parameters be fixed specifically, and con-
duct bifurcation analysis for the interior equilibria with respect

to two specific parameters. The payoff parameters a, b, d are
chosen to be positive and c can vary along the real axis, so that
we can focus on one payoff parameter. To distinguish the two
strategies, their harvest efforts should be vastly different. The
ecological parameters q and w are not important in our study.
It has been identified that in such eco-evolutionary systems
the time-scale difference is important, so it is also of interest
to investigate its influence in our models. Therefore, we set
q = 1, w = 1, e1 = 0.2, e2 = 0.8, and a = 0.2, b = 0.1,
d = 0.4. And c ∈ R and ε ∈ (0, 1] are the free parameters.

Now, we discuss the two systems separately.

A. Analysis of System �s

1) Hopf Bifurcation: Denote the interior equilibria of
system (5) by (x∗

s , r∗
s ). As x∗

s = r∗
s in this case, it is easy

to determine the location of the interior equilibria by solving
equation (7). As c varies, there can exist 0, 1 or 2 interior equi-
libria. When c < −0.1, there are no interior equilibria. When
c = −0.1 and c = 0.3, there is a unique interior equilibrium
(0.5, 0.5). If −0.1 < c < 0, there exist two interior equi-
libria ( 0.4±√

0.04+0.4c
2(0.3−c) , 0.4±√

0.04+0.4c
2(0.3−c) ). And for 0 ≤ c < 0.3

and c ≥ 0.3, system (5) has a unique interior equilibrium
( 0.4−√

0.04+0.4c
2(0.3−c) , 0.4−√

0.04+0.4c
2(0.3−c) ).

Note that although 0.4−√
0.04+0.4c

2(0.3−c) is not defined at c = 0.3,

from L’Hôpital’s rule, one has limc→0.3
0.4−√

0.04+0.4c
2(0.3−c) = 0.5.

Thus, we can summarize that there are two branches of interior
equilibria: one branch, denoted by

(x∗
s1, r∗

s1) :=
(

0.4 + √
0.04 + 0.4c

2(0.3 − c)
,

0.4 + √
0.04 + 0.4c

2(0.3 − c)

)
,

(9)

only exists for c ∈ (−0.1, 0); the other branch exists for all
c ≥ −0.1, and is denoted by

(x∗
s2, r∗

s2) :=
(

0.4 − √
0.04 + 0.4c

2(0.3 − c)
,

0.4 − √
0.04 + 0.4c

2(0.3 − c)

)
.

(10)

Note that when c < −0.1, there exist no interior equi-
libria, and the equilibrium (1, 1) is locally stable because it
has two negative eigenvalues. The edge equilibrium (0, 0) is
a saddle point whose stable manifold is actually the edge
{(x, r) ∈ [0, 1]2 : x = 0} because of the invariance. It can
be checked that the vector fields in the close neighborhood
of this edge all point inwards, which means a homoclinic
orbit between the unstable and stable manifold of (0, 0) is
impossible. Therefore, we have the following claim.

Lemma 2: (1, 1) is asymptotically stable in (5) for c <

−0.1, and almost all trajectories starting from [0, 1]2 converge
to it.

This result can be proved straightforwardly by applying the
Poincaré-Bendixson theorem. The proof is omitted due to the
space limit. This result implies that the full resource state can
always be achieved provided that the payoff difference c is
sufficiently small.

Now consider the Jacobian J∗
s at (x∗

s , r∗
s ) which is given by

[
(x∗

s − x∗
s

2)((0.3 − c)r∗
s + 0.1) (x∗

s − x∗
s

2)((0.3 − c)x∗
s − 0.5)

ε(0.6r∗
s + 0.2) − ε(0.6r∗

s + 0.2)

]
. (11)
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Fig. 1. Zero trace curves.

The determinant and trace are given as below:

det(J∗
s ) = −ε(0.6x∗

s + 0.2)(x∗
s − x∗

s
2
)(2(0.3 − c)x∗

s − 0.4),

tr(J∗
s ) = (x∗

s − x∗
s

2
)((0.3 − c)x∗

s + 0.1) − ε(0.6x∗
s + 0.2).

It can be checked that the determinant of Jacobian at (x∗
s1, r∗

s1)

is always negative, i.e.,

det(J∗
s1) = −ε(0.6x∗

s1 + 0.2)(x∗
s1 − x∗

s1
2
)
√

0.4(0.1 + c) < 0

for c ∈ (−0.1, 0). Then, it can be inferred the eigenvalues
of J∗

s1 are real and have different signs, which implies the
instability of (x∗

s1, r∗
s1).

In contrast, the determinant of Jacobian at (x∗
s2, r∗

s2) is
non-negative because det(J∗

s2) = ε(0.6x∗
s2 + 0.2)(x∗

s2 −
x∗

s2
2)

√
0.4(0.1 + c) ≥ 0 for c ≥ −0.1. And only when

c = −0.1, the determinant equals 0. When tr(J∗
s2) = 0, the

eigenvalues of J∗
s2 will be purely imaginary if the correspond-

ing determinant is not equal to 0. We let tr(J∗
s2) = 0, and it

results in

εs
c := (x∗

s − x∗
s

2)((0.3 − c)x∗
s + 0.1)

0.6x∗
s + 0.2

= 55c + 30c
√

10c + 1 + √
10c + 1 + 50c2 − 1

(10c − 3)(3
√

10c + 1 − 10c + 9)
. (12)

When c varies, (12) depicts a curve

Ts
0 = {(c, ε) : − 0.1 < c < 0, ε = εs

c} (13)

in the parameter space (c, ε) as shown in Fig. 1 (a). On Ts
0,

the trace of Jacobian of (x∗
s2, r∗

s2) is zero and the determinant
is positive, thus it has purely imaginary eigenvalues, i.e.,

λ1,2(J
∗
s2)|εs

c
:= ±iω0= ± i

(30c + 10cĉ + ĉ − 1)
√

2ĉ(ĉ + 3)

5(10c − 3)2
,

(14)

where ĉ = √
10c + 1. Then, for sufficiently small neigh-

borhood of Ts
0, the Jacobian (11) has one pair of complex

eigenvalues and can be denoted by

λs
1,2(J

∗
s2) = μ(c, ε) ± iω(c, ε) (15)

such that μ(c, ε) = 0 and ω(c, ε) = ω0 > 0 for c, ε on Ts
0.

Now, we take ε as the main parameter. The following the-
orem states that the interior equilibrium (x∗

s2, r∗
s2) undergoes a

Hopf bifurcation.
Theorem 1: When c ∈ (−0.1, 0), the interior equilibrium

(x∗
s2, r∗

s2) of system (5) undergoes a Hopf bifurcation at εs
c

defined by (12).
Proof: From Hopf bifurcation theorem [13, Th. 1], a Hopf

bifurcation occurs at the parameter point where the equilibrium

has a simple pair of pure imaginary eigenvalues and the deriva-
tive of the real parts of the eigenvalues is not zero. In (14), one
has already obtained that the eigenvalues are purely imaginary
when c ∈ (−0.1, 0) and ε = εs

c.
Next, since the trace of the Jacobian is the sum of the eigen-

values, then in view of (11) and (15), one can check that the
derivative of the real part of the eigenvalues is

dμ(c, ε)

dε

∣∣∣∣
εs

c

= 10c − 9 − 3
√

1 + 10c

10(3 − 10c)
< 0.

Thus, it is confirmed that the equilibrium (x∗
s2, r∗

s2) undergoes
a Hopf bifurcation when the given condition is satisfied.

A Hopf bifurcation can be supcritical or subcritical depend-
ing on the sign of the first Lyapunov coefficient �s

1 [13].
Actually, one can check that �s

1 (the expression is given in
the Appendix (21) which is obtained by using the algorithm
in [14]) equals 0 when c ≈ −0.0889. Moreover, as shown in
Fig. 3 (a), �s

1 is positive when c ∈ (−0.1,−0.0889), and �s
1

is negative when c ∈ (−0.0889, 0). When �s
1 > 0, the Hopf

bifurcation is subcritical such that an unstable limit cycle will
be generated for ε in the vicinity of εc. In contrast, a sta-
ble limit cycle will bifurcate from (x∗

s2, r∗
s2) if �s

1 < 0 which
implies the Hopf bifurcation is supercritical.

Next, we can clarify the stability of the interior equilibrium
(x∗

s2, r∗
s2) as follows: when (c, ε) is above T0

s , i.e., c > −0.1,
ε > εs

c, the equilibrium is stable because of two negative eigen-
values; it is unstable when −0.1 < c < 0 and ε < εs

c for the
reason of two positive eigenvalues.

2) Generalized Hopf Bifurcation: Now we will study the case
of �s

1 = 0, and we have to consider the generalized Hopf bifur-
cation. Note that c ≈ −0.0889 when �s

1 = 0. In this case, we
have εs

c ≈ 0.1429, ω0 ≈ 0.0715. Then, using the numerical
tool Matcont, the second Lypunov coefficient �s

2 can be cal-
culated �s

2 = 4.8221 × 10−5 �= 0. To confirm the generalized
Hopf bifurcation at parameter values (−0.0889, 0.1429), the
regularity condition has to be satisfied [14]. One can verify this
condition by checking if the determinant of Jacobian matrix of
the map (c, ε) → (μ(c, ε), �s

1(c, ε)) near (−0.0889, 0.1429)

is nonzero, namely

det

(
∂μ
∂c

∂μ
∂ε

∂�s
1

∂c
∂�s

1
∂ε

)∣∣∣∣∣
(−0.0889,0.1429)

�= 0.

The computation of �s
2 and det(·) is tedious and complicated,

so the process is omitted here. Instead, we use the numeric
bifurcation plot to show that the generalized Hopf bifurcation
does take place, as shown in Fig. 2 (f). Intuitively, the gener-
alized Hopf bifurcation implies that the system has two limit
cycles of opposite stability properties for some (c, ε) near the
bifurcation point (−0.0889, 0.1429).

For a given payoff parameter c, one can see that the time-
scale difference has an important influence on the system
behaviors. There is a critical value of ε, such that the inte-
rior equilibrium’s stability changes as ε crosses it. It results
in the existence of stable or unstable limit cycles in the phase
space of system (5) for the neighborhood of the bifurcation
point. The stable limit cycle corresponds to the dynamic coex-
istence of the strategies and resource characterized by the
sustained oscillation. In comparison, the unstable limit cycle
separates the phase space, which implies that the system’s
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trajectories starting from different regions can behave dras-
tically differently. Moreover, for a certain c, unstable and
stable limit cycles could coexist, which makes the dynamic
behaviors even more complicated. This behavior corresponds
to an interesting dynamic bistable phenomenon for an equi-
librium and a limit cycle, which can also be observed in other
population dynamics models [15].

Next, we study system (6) and the procedure is quite similar.

B. Analysis of System �e

Denote the interior equilibria of (6) by (x∗
e , r∗

e ). Solving (8)
yields the r-coordinate of (x∗

e , r∗
e ). When c < −1/60, there

are no solutions to (8), and thus the interior equilibrium does
not exist. When −1/60 ≤ c < 2/15 and c > 2/15, one has
r∗

e = 0.6−√
0.04+2.4c

2(0.4−3c) . As c = 2/15, (8) has a single solu-
tion r∗

e = 1/3. Similarly, we can denote the r-coordinate of
the equilibrium uniformly by r∗

e = 0.6−√
0.04+2.4c

2(0.4−3c) , because of

limc→2/15
0.6−√

0.04+2.4c
2(0.4−3c) = 1/3.

Because x∗
e = 1.8r∗

e /(1.2 + 0.6r∗
e ) in this case, there is a

unique interior equilibrium

(x∗
e , r∗

e ) :=
(

3
√

60c + 1 − 9√
60c + 1 + 60c − 11

,
0.6 − √

0.04 + 2.4c

2(0.4 − 3c)

)
,

(16)

when c ≥ −1/60. Otherwise, there are no interior equilibria,
in which case obviously one has the analogous claim as in
Lemma 2. It means that the full resource state is also approach-
able under a similar condition of the payoff difference as in
system (5), which also confirms the similarity between the two
systems.

Next, we evaluate the Jacobian J∗
e of (x∗

e , r∗
e ), i.e.,

[
(x∗

e − x∗
e

2)((0.3 − c)r∗
e + 0.1) (x∗

e − x∗
e

2)((0.3 − c)x∗
e − 0.5)

ε(1.2 + 0.6r∗
e ) −ε(1.8 − 0.8x∗

e )

]
.

(17)

Following the same procedure, we obtain the determinant and
trace of J∗

e

det(J∗
e ) = 3ε(x∗

e − x∗
e

2
)
120cr∗

e − 15r∗
e + 20cr∗

e
2 − r∗

e
2 + 14

50(r∗
e + 2)

,

tr(J∗
e ) = (x∗

e − x∗
e

2
)((0.3 − c)r∗

e + 0.1) − ε(1.8 − 0.8x∗
e ).

The sign of det(J∗
e ) is determined solely by the numera-

tor 120cr∗
e − 15r∗

e + 20cr∗
e

2 − r∗
e

2 + 14. Substituting r∗
e =

0.6−√
0.04+2.4c

2(0.4−3c) into it yields 33c′−525cc′−215c+1800c2c′+1500c2+17
2(15c−2)2 ,

where c′ = √
60c + 1. It can be checked that it is always pos-

itive for c ≥ −1/60, which implies that det(J∗
e ) is positive.

Similarly we can obtain the zero trace curve

Te
0 = {(c, ε) : − 1/60 < c < 4/5, ε = εe

c},
εe

c := (x∗
e − x∗

e
2)((0.3 − c)r∗

e + 0.1)

1.8 − 0.8x∗
e

= 37cc′ − 125c + 4c′ − 165c2c′ + 255c2 + 900c3 + 1

(2 − 15c)(12cc′ − 330c − c′ + 1080c2 + 23)
.

(18)

Fig. 2. The parameters are as follows: (a). ε = 0.2, c = −0.15; (b).
ε = 0.2, c = −0.05; (c). ε = 0.125, c = −0.05; (d). ε = 0.02, c = 0.2;
(e). ε = 0.145, c = −0.091. (f). GH is the generalized Hopf bifurcation,
BT is the Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation (not covered in this work).

Te
0 is shown in the parameter space (c, ε) as Fig. 1 (b). Clearly,

on Te
0, (x∗

s2, r∗
s2) has purely imaginary eigenvalues:

λ1,2(J
∗
e )|εe

c
:= ±iν0,

ν0 = ((
72(300c + 5c′ − 55)(60c − 10cc′ + 3c′ − 13)·

(99c′ − 1575cc′ − 645c + 5400c2c′ + 4500c2 + 51) ·
(15cc′ − 75c + c′ + 1)2

)
/(25(15c − 2)·

(300c − 40)(3c′ − 540c + 63)(60c + c′ − 11) ·
(60cc′ − 630c − 11c′ + 1800c2 + 61)2

))1/2
. (19)

Then, for sufficiently small neighborhood of Te
0, the

Jacobian (17) has one pair of complex eigenvalues
denoted by

λe
1,2(J

∗
e ) = δ(c, ε) ± iν(c, ε) (20)

such that δ(c, ε) = 0 and ν(c, ε) = ν0 > 0 for c, ε on Te
0.

Now, we have the following result.
Theorem 2: When c ∈ (−1/60, 4/5), the interior equilib-

rium (x∗
e , r∗

e ) of system (6) undergoes a supercritical Hopf
bifurcation at εe

c as defined in (18).
Proof: The proof of is similar to that of Theorem 1.

From (19), one knows that the eigenvalues are a pair of pure
imaginary eigenvalues, i.e., ±iν0, when c ∈ (−1/60, 4/5) and
ε = εe

c . In view of (17) and (20), one obtains the derivative of
the real part of the eigenvalues dδ(c,ε)

dε
|εe

c
= 3(c′−180c+21)

10(60c+c′−11)
< 0.
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Fig. 3. The plots of the first Lyapunov coefficient. (a). the asterisk is the
point where �s

1 = 0. (b). �e
1 < 0.

Thus, the equilibrium (x∗
s2, r∗

s2) undergoes a Hopf bifurcation
at εe

c for c ∈ (−1/60, 4/5). Next, the negative first Lyapunov
coefficient at (x∗

s2, r∗
s2) (as shown in (22) and Fig. 3 (b))

confirms the supercritical Hopf bifurcation.
The same argument can be used to clarify the stability of

the interior equilibrium (x∗
e , r∗

e ), i.e., when c > −1/60, and
ε > εe

c , the equilibrium is stable; it is unstable when −1/60 <

c < 4/5 and ε < εe
c .

In system (6), similar Hopf bifurcation and stable limit
cycles as in system (5) can take place, which again con-
firms the time-scale difference’s important impact. However,
the existence of double limit cycles is not possible due to the
negative first Lyapunov coefficient, no matter what value c
takes. The nonexstence of unstable and double limit cycles
reveals the significant difference of eco-evolutionary dynam-
ics caused by these two different environmental resource
feedback.

Fig. 2 gives some simulations to show the behaviors of
systems (5) and (6), where a two-parameter bifurcation plot
for system (5) is also presented.

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we have studied the eco-evolutionary dynam-
ics under two different resource models. Our main results
have shown that the dynamic behaviors of the correspond-
ing systems have similarities, but can be qualitatively different
in the specialized conditions. They are able to exhibit limit
cycles when the time-scale difference between the strategy
and resource variables is sufficiently large. In particular, the
system under the self-renewing resource feedback can dis-
play two limit cycles of opposite stability when the payoff
parameters vary. Our work highlights the complexity of the
environmental and strategic dynamics induced by the time-
scale difference and payoff variation. The obtained results may
provide valuable insight for relevant studies.

There are a number of interesting future directions such as
studying multiple populations [16], [17] and resources, e.g.,
different resources exist at the same time. Moreover, we have
focused on a specific case, so robustness of the discovered
dynamic behaviors is needed to be studied. From numerical
simulations in [18], one may conclude that the results reported
in this letter hold even in the larger parameter space.

APPENDIX

�s
1 = −5000000(c − 0.3)2(((30c − 1)ĉ − 100(c + 0.1)2)1/2(c + 0.1) ·
(−50c2 + 30ĉc − 55c + ĉ + 1)1/2((−3/20c3 + 9/8c2 − 681/500c − 567/1250)ĉ

+ c4 − 13c3/4 + 221c2/200 + 1737c/500 + 117/250) + ((4500c3

+ 2300c2 − 35c + 2)ĉ − 5000c4 − 15500c3 − 1950c2 − 25c + 2)1/2 ·
((−37500c4 + 154000c3 − 108125c2 − 65130c − 5184)ĉ + 100000c5

− 247500c4 − 118500c3 + 376225c2 + 90390c + 5184)/100000)/

((10c + 3ĉ − 9)2(10c − 3ĉ + 1)2(502 − 30ĉc + 55c − ĉ − 1) ·
(100c2 − 30ĉc + 20c + ĉ + 1)). (21)

�e
1 = 151165440000000000000000000(c − 2/15)4(c − 1/4)6 ·
c(c − 4/5)5c′(3((3/10c3 + 19/200c2 − 1/1500c + 1/45000)c′

+ c4 + 119c3/60 + 203c2/1800 − 1/45000)c(60c + 7c′ + 1)1/2/20

+ √
2((11/40c5 − 73/7200c4 − 989/216000c3 + 29/120000c2

+ 1/200000c − 1/3000000)c′ + (c + 1/60)(c5 + 77/60c4

− 1043/3600c3 + 43/2000c2 − 9/10000c + 1/50000)))/

((60c + 7c′ + 1)3/2(−11 − c′ + 60c)2(10cc′ − 3c′ + 60c − 13)4 ·
(100c′c2 + 6000c3 − 185cc′ − 5000c2 + 24c′ + 715c − 24)4ν3

0 ). (22)
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